ABSTRACT This paper presents a novel multiple objects tracking method by constructing an improved tracklet affinity function to enhance the performance of multiple object tracking (MOT) within a network flow optimization framework. The aims of this paper are to improve the appearance affinity model and motion affinity model of the tracklet affinity function, both models being key factors to limit MOT performance in tracking by detection framework. In the proposed method, the tracklet association is considered as a generalized linear assignment problem relied on tracklets affinity that is calculated by both improved sparse representation appearance model and rank-based motion model. This paper uses the detection confidence to identify the important targets and, hence, to form the templates set. Then, a weighted target templates set is used for sparse representation of the appearance model. The rank-based motion model exploits motion estimation based on spatial information to interpolate the missing objects during tracklets association. Furthermore, we consider the inconsistency of two cues in different situations and set weights for them based on their properties to describe affinity between two tracklets. Our method has been evaluated on three challenging data sets, and the experimental results show that the proposed method has a good tracking performance compared with several state-of-the-art multi-object trackers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-object tracking is one of the fundamental problems in computer vision, which has wide applications in surveillance, traffic control, motion analysis and human-computer interfaces. Although many progresses have been made for multiobject tracking in the past decades, it remains a challenging task due to appearance variation and occlusions of the targets or detection failures [1] .
Recent state-of-the-art multi-object trackers focus on the tracking-by-detection (TBD) approach due to the success of object detection techniques, where objects of interest are detected by pre-trained detector [2] , [3] . The task of TBD based MOT is to group objects among several frames to form long trajectories across frames. There are two main ways for multi-objects trajectories estimation: the online tracking techniques and the offline tracking techniques.
The online approach, which is also called single-scan method, considers the information collected up to the current frame. The offline approach performs data association globally over all frames to optimize tracking results with time delay. Therefore, online approaches are well-suited for time-critical applications and the output is on the fly.
Despite its advantage in real-time processing, however, the online method is not robust under complex environments, in which occlusions, missing detections or false alarms always happen. In such conditions, it may yield short fragment trajectories and identity switches. This is because the data association in online MOT without global association and iterative optimization. The offline tracking is more likely to give improved results since the forward-backward information is available for global iterative optimization. They can handle association mistakes by iteratively optimizing the detection response or short tracklets to achieve the final optimized trajectories and give a good tracking performance with the cost of time delay. The sliding window approaches provide tradeoff between the time delay problem and tracking accuracy. With the employment of sliding window, offline trackers can correct association errors occurring inside the sliding window with only a few frames time delay. In our work, we follow this idea and propose a near-online multiobjects tracking method that implements tracking by sliding window with an improved association affinity function, aim to make a compromise between the time delays and the tracking accuracy.
In tracking-by-detection framework, data association optimization and association affinity are two main parts in MOT. For data association optimization, several methods are presented in recent years to solve the association problem in MOT, In terms of the association affinity, it is usually formed by fusing several cues, such as appearance, size, motion and location of the target. The association affinity is used to measure the similarity or likelihood between detection responses or two tracklets. This is also a key element to limit performance of data association in MOT. The appearance affinity model and motion affinity model are two main parts used to construct association affinity function and also heavily influenced the MOT performance.
To improve the performance of multi-object tracking, in this paper, we focus on improving appearance affinity model and motion affinity model within a network flow framework and benefit from our method to solve data association optimization problem in multi-object tracking. In our work, the appearance affinity model of a tracklets is computed by sparse representation with weight constraint. We regard the detection confidence provided by object detector as a prior knowledge and introduce it to target templates set for selecting more important target templates. We then construct a weight constraint matrix and apply it to the process of sparse representation of the target appearance. With the weight constraint, we can select each template with a weight relied on their importance to the object, a process being beneficial to choose similar templates with the candidate and is helpful for eliminating error accumulation caused by false detections. In addition, by selecting more confident detection responses as target templates, it is beneficial to control the size of templates set and to ease the burden of computational complexity raised by the corresponding sparse optimization. Moreover, the motion affinity model is constructed by the rank based motion model, which uses the dynamic motion estimation based on tracklet spatial information to interpolate the missed detections. To sum up, the main contributions of our work are in three folds:
(1) The appearance affinity model in tracklet affinity is constructed by sparse representation with weight constraint, which is beneficial to choose similar templates with the candidate and to eliminate error accumulation. (2) The motion affinity model in tracklet affinity is calculated by the rank based motion model, which uses the dynamic motion estimation based on spatial information to interpolate the missed detections. The appearance affinity model and model affinity model in association affinity function are treated differently by setting weight for them, the weight is adaptively determined by considering the frames gap between two linked tracklets. The frames gap is determined by the rank based dynamic motion estimation. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related work is described in Section II. The overview of our approach is given in Section III. Our framework for learning tracklet affinity with affinity weights is presented in Section IV. Section V contains the experimental results. Conclusion is presented in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS
Numerous works related to multi-object tracking have been proposed in recent years. In this section, we mainly introduce related MOT methods.
As known, the performance of TBD based multi-object tracking is mainly influenced by data association optimization and association affinity function. The association affinity function plays a key role for improving the data association accuracy. Both the appearance model and motion model are typically used to calculate the association affinity function between two tracklets or detections; They are two key factors that limit MOT performance.
For the appearance affinity model, several features are used to describe the appearance changes of the target in MOT, such as target shape, color histogram, HOG feature, Haarlike feature, sparse feature and deep feature. Some works are focused on constructing a robust appearance model to enhance the tracking performance, i.e., Bae and Yoon [4] proposed uses an incremental linear discriminant analysis to learn discriminative appearance model of the object, which is helpful to improve the online tracking performance. Since the development of deep learning, some works are exploiting the deep feature to form robust object appearance model, such as Yu et al. [5] use CNN model to extract deep appearance feature and uses the cosine distance to measure the appearance affinity. In [6] , deep appearance learning method is proposed to achieve discriminative deep representation of the object appearance changes. In their work, the deep appearance model is devised by the Siamese network [7] . Furthermore, multi-features are combined to get robust appearance model. In [8] , three features, color histograms, covariance matrices and HOG, are used to learn a discriminative appearance model for different targets. Recently, sparse representation has yielded noteworthy performance in object tracking, Mei and Ling [9] extended the popular L1tracker and proposed a structure multi-task sparse learning method (S-MTT) for single object tracking in [10] . After that, Zhang et al. [11] extensively analyzed the sparse based tracking and proposed a robust structural sparse representation (RSST), in their RSST, they consider both the holistic and local sparse representation of the tracked object, which is robust to occlusion and illumination changes and can achieve a good tracking performance. Hu et al. [7] proposed a multi-feature joint sparse representation modeling method and validate it in single and multiple object tracking. Fagot-Bouquet et al. [12] treat MOT problem as an energy minimization problem, in their work, the energy function is calculated by sparse representation of the detections.
In terms of the motion affinity model, it describes the motion relationship between two tracklets or detections. Many works pay attention on the motion affinity model to gain the tracking performance. For example, in [13] , the position and velocity difference between two targets are used to construct relative motion network, which is used for describing the motion relation between two targets. Dicle et al. [14] exploit the dynamic motion model to distinguish target with similar appearance. Wang et al. [15] introduced the motion cue, which is achieved by coherent dynamics estimation for tracklets, into appearance model to improve the tracking performance. Nevatia [16] uses a non-linear motion pattern to describe the direction changes of the target and build a more robust motion affinity for tracklets based on the non-linear motion map. Zhang et al. [17] designed a robust MOT algorithm by combining the subspace-based appearance model and Gaussian-based particle swarm optimization algorithm.
For data association optimization, several methods are presented in recent years, such as binary graph machining [18] , linear programming [19] , dynamic programming [20] , min-cost max-flow network flow [21] , conditional random field [22] , the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [23] , energy minimization [24] , the maximum-weight independent set [25] and higher-order graph [26] . In [27] a three level hierarchical association approach is proposed to solve the association optimization. Zhang et al. [28] designed a graph-embedding-based method for single and multiobjects tracking, the proposed method incorporates the graph-embedding-based learning into a Bayesian inference framework with hierarchical motion estimation, which can effectively capture the appearance and illumination changes and can significantly improve the tracking accuracy and efficiency. The above described methods gain multi-object tracking performance in different ways. The proposed method in this paper mainly focuses on constructing a better tracklet affinity function to improve the performance of MOT. In terms of the difference between the proposed method and the most similar works in [14] and [27] are: (1) [14] and [27] are typical offline tracking methods, while the proposed method is a near-online tracking method, which implements iterative association in a given sliding window with an improved association affinity function, aim to make a compromise between the time delays and the tracking accuracy. In [14] , the iterative association is performed in entire sequence by using a generalized linear assignment method. In terms of the [27] , a three level hierarchical iterative association is performed in entire sequence to solve the association optimization (2) The association affinity function is different in our work and [14] , [27] . Although, the motion model in our work and [14] are very similar, the major differences between them are: in our work, we use the dynamic motion estimation based on spatial information to interpolate the missed detections, and the interpolate results is used to determine the frames gap between two linked tracklets. The frames gap is fed back to compute the weight for appearance affinity model and model affinity model in association affinity function. While in [14] , the authors mainly focus on how to use the motion affinity function to construct robust association affinity function, and they only use the motion cue to construct the association affinity function. For [27] , they use the product of three affinity scores based on position, size and appearance to compute the association affinity function between two responses. Hence, the major similar work for the proposed method and [27] is that both they exist directly link the detection responses stage, but the directly link the detection responses is implemented in entire sequence in [27] , while it only implemented in a given sliding window in our work.
As described above, our method contrasts with previous works on the following aspects. (1) Approaches that incorporate sparse representation in previous trackers often equally treat each template. In contrast, we use the detection confidence as a weight constraint for sparse representation, this is beneficial for selecting more important target templates and is helpful for eliminating error accumulation caused by false detections. In addition, by selecting more confident detection responses as target templates, it is beneficial to control the size of templates set and to ease the burden of computational complexity raised by the corresponding sparse optimization. (2) The role of motion affinity model in our work and previous works is different, we develop the rank based motion model to estimate the dynamic motion information of the target and relies the estimation results to interpolate the missed detections. Meanwhile, the interpolate results is used to determine the frames gap between two linked tracklets, then, the frames gap is fed back to compute the weight for appearance affinity model and model affinity model in association affinity function rather than treat them equally.
III. PROPOSED MULTI-OBJECT TRACKING METHOD A. OVERVIEW
In our work, we follow the cost-flow network framework to implement multi-object tracking by sliding window method with a compromise between time delay and tracking accuracy. Firstly, a set of initial tracklets are generated within a sliding window by frame to frame directly linking detection responses and iterating association the directly linking results to form more longer tracklets based on linear assignment problem. Then, the tracklets association for each new frame is solved by generalized linear assignment problem based on tracklets affinity function, which is constructed by the improved appearance affinity model and rank based motion affinity model. To consider the inconsistency of the appearance affinity model and motion affinity model in different situations, we set weights for them based on their properties to describe the association affinity between two tracklets. The framework of the proposed method is shown in Fig.1 .
B. INITIAL TRACKLET GENERATION
Following the cost-flow network framework, in our work, the initial tracklet is generated within a given sliding window by two steps: directly link the detections and iteratively update association to form long tracklets by linear assignment.
1) DIRECTLY LINK THE DETECTIONS
Given the detection responses in two neighboring frames, directly link is used to fulfill initial association between two detections, a process generating short but reliable tracklets by a dual threshold strategy [27] . The detection response is represented by z i = {y i , s i , t i , r i }, y t and s t are the position and size of the detection response, t i is the frame index and r i is the detection confidence provided by pre-trained object detector. Then the link probability between two detections in consecutive frames is defined as follows:
where A app , A pos and A size are the affinity scores for appearance, position and size of the detection response, respectively. The affinity scores are defined as follows:
where H b (z i ) and H b (z j ) are the color histogram for the detections z i and z j , respectively. b ∈ B, B = 64 is the number of bins in HSV color space. Position affinity score is calculated by Euclidean distance dist(·) between z i and z j , y is the position for the detection. (h, w) are the height and width of the detection. For all detections in two consecutive frames, we construct a matching score matrix S(i, j) based on (1). To generate reliable tracklets, two detections z i and z j are linked if their affinity score p(z i |z j ) is higher than any other elements in S(i, j) as well as a given threshold as follows:
where {z j t , z k t } ∈ Z t and {z i t+1 , z l t+1 } ∈ Z t+1 are the detection responses in frame t and t + 1, respectively. θ 1 and θ 2 are two thresholds.
Then the set of tracklets generated with time span t is denoted as
], the detections which are not linked with any other detections (as detection 5, yellow circular in Fig. 2.) are also included in T L , and is regarded as a degenerate tracklets in our work. The corresponding probability p T L l k is replaced by detection confidence r. 
2) ITERATIVE ASSOCIATION BY LINEAR ASSIGNMENT FRAMEWORK
Following the linear assignment problem [14] , the short tracklets in T L are iteratively associated to form longer tracklets in the given sliding window.
: t in a sliding window, where l k is the number of tracklets in T L , t is the time span of a sliding window and N is the number of detections in each frame t. Take T L as input, we build tracklet association as:
where P ij is the similarity measure between tracklets
and p T L j are calculated by (1). Moreover, (4) enforces each tracklet either a predecessor or a successor. This constraint ensures that any two different tracklets without overlapped detections. The overview of the process to generate initial tracklets is shown in Fig. 2 .
Then the set of tracklets generated by (4) is denoted as
, l h is the number of tracklets in T H , m ∈ t is the number of detections to form the tracklet T H i .
C. TRACKLET ASSOCIATION BY GENERALIZED LINEAR ASSIGNMENT
Given a set of tracklets T H in different sliding window, include already estimated trajectories generated beyond current sliding window and the tracklets generated in current frame as in section III B. Denote one tracklet as
∈ T H and notice that different tracklets may have different lengths. Our work is to associate those tracklets in different sliding windows in the case different tracklets actually belong to the same trajectory. We treat the multi-tracklets association problem in MOT as a generalized linear assignment (GLA) problem by using a tracklet affinity measurement. The tracklet affinity for difference tracklets T H i and T H j is computed by improved sparse representation appearance model and a rank based motion estimation, which will be detailed described in section IV.
Then the GLA based tracklets association is expressed as follows:
where Q ij measures the tracklet affinity for tracklets T H i and T H j , X ij is the association index for T L i and T L j . While the GLA in (5) is difference from LA in (4), the former does not employ sink node, source node or associate with other tracklets.
Tracklet affinity function is defined as follows:
where P app (T H i , T H j ) and P motion (T H i , T H j ) are the appearance based affinity model and motion based affinity model, respectively.
IV. LEARNING TRACKLET AFFINITY FUNCTION WITH AFFINITY WEIGHTS A. SPARSE REPRESENTATION WITH WEIGHT CONSTRAINT
Sparse appearance model uses target template and trivial template to model candidate object and occlusion or noise. During tracking, the appearance of a tracked object can be approximated in a low dimensional subspace by linearly combining its appearances in the previous frames. Based on this idea, we extend the sparse representation in [9] to fit into our multi-object tracking framework. In our work, each detection response z i t in frame t can be sparsely projected into a template space, where z i t ∈ Z t , Z t = {z 1 t , · · · , z N t } is the set of detection responses in frame t. So the candidate (detection responses z i t ) is described by a linear combination of the set of target templates F = {f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f n }, where n is the number of template. The set of target templates is obtained by using the tracking results in the previous frames. Then a candidate z i t can be represented as follows:
where α = [a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n ] T ∈ R n is the target coefficient vector and ξ is a noise term.
The noise term ξ is represented by a set of trivial templates as follows:
where e = [e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e u ] T ∈ R u is the trivial coefficient vector.
Then the (7) can be rewritten as:
where
∈ R n in (9) for z is achieved by using L 2,1 mixed-norm regularization as:α
where · 2 is the L 2 norm, · 2,1 is the L 2,1 mixed norm regularization. In (10), we treat each target template f i ∈ F equally, which means that each template has the same influence on reconstruction the candidate. Instinctively, it will cause error accumulation if we ignore the fact that different templates f i in F have different effect on reconstruction. Since our multiobject tracking follows the tracking-by-detection framework, we have the confidence for each detection response, which plays a role as prior knowledge to improve the sparse representation of the candidate. With this idea, we use the detection confidence to define a weight for the coefficient of each template, which is used to optimize the sparse representation in (9) . The weighted object template is beneficial to select the templates more similar to the candidate. This is helpful for eliminating error accumulation by reducing the probability that the inaccurate templates are chosen as the tracking results, such as false detections or detections belong to other tracklets. The prior detection response confidence r i for each z i is generated by pre-trained object detector, we use those values to construct weight constraint matrix R = {r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r n } for target templates F. Let w i = [a i , e j ] T and W = [w 1 , w 2 , · · · w n ] ∈ R (n+u) , where a i ∈ α, α ∈ R n , e j ∈ e, e ∈ R u . Then, (10) can be rewritten as follows:
From the (11), we can see that the weight matrix R = {r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r n } only acts on the target templates instead of the trivial templates. With the detection confidence prior constraint, we select each template with a weight relied on the importance of each template to the object, which is in favor to choose similar templates with the candidate. In addition, the computational complexity of the sparse optimization is increasing with a growing size of the templates set, and this problem can be solved by controlling the template size with only reserving important object templates and iteratively deleting the less important ones. Intuitively, the detections belonging to the same tracklet with high confidence detection response is more similar with the tracked object in subsequent frames during tracking. Hence, we control the template size by selecting n detections in the same tracklet with high confidence detection response to form the target templates set. The set of templates are used to guide the sparse approximation of the candidate object without incurring a large-size templates set, which is helpful to balance the performance of sparse optimization and computational cost.
By the weighted coefficient constraint of the target templates, the reconstruction error for each detection responses z is calculated as follows:
where the reconstruction coefficient α ∈ R n in (12) is achieved by solving (11) with weighted coefficient constraint.
B. APPEARANCE AFFINITY MODEL BASED ON SPARSE REPRESENTATION WITH WEIGHT CONSTRAINT
The appearance affinity model is achieved by sparse representation with weight constraint as shown in section IV A. Due to P app (T H i , T H j ) describes the appearance affinity between two tracklets, we first assume that the starting frame t s i of T H i is earlier than the starting frame t s j of T H j , which guarantees the temporal constraint for two tracklets. This means that if T H j is the successor for T H i , it is required to satisfy the temporal constraint that t s i < t s j . Then we select n detections in T H i with high confidence to form the target template set F = {z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z n }. The set of templates is used to sparsely approximate each detection z t j in T H j as in section IV A. The reconstruction error between each detection z t j ∈ T H j and T H i is as follows:
Equation (13) is solved by sparse representation with weight constraint as described in 4.1. z t j is the detection in T H j at frame t , N s is the number of detections in t , which is equal to the length of T H j . Subsequently, we achieve the appearance based affinity model P app (T H i , T H j ) by computing the average value of all E(z t j ) as follows:
where τ is a normalization factor. The tracklet T H j with minimum projection error is considered to most likely be the successor of T H i .
C. RANK BASED MOTION AFFINITY ESTIMATION
A tracklet can be described by an ordered sequence of measurement according to its dynamic estimation, and such order can be estimated from the available trajectory information.
With the history dynamic trajectory information {y q } for T H i , s < q < e, where s and e are the starting and ending frame of T H i , the motion tracklet for an object in frame t is measured by linear regression approximation as follows:
where β i is the regression coefficient, N s is the length of T H i . m is the order of regression model, which is also the number of frames the history trajectory involved to dynamic measurement.
With the tracklet measurement {y q } in (15), we follow [14] Then the motion affinity model between the tracklets T H i and T H j is described as follows:
where 
D. LEARNING THE WEIGHT FOR TRACKLET AFFINITY
As shown in (6), the tracklet affinity in our work is formed by two elements, the improved sparse representation based appearance model and the rank based motion model. However, the appearance model and motion model may be not consistent in different scenes. So, it will be better if we treat them differently and set weights for them based on their properties to describe the association affinity function between two tracklets. Then equation (6) can be rewritten as follows:
where θ ij is the weight for motion affinity model between two tracklets. θ ij is defined by the frames gap between T H i and T H j as follows: (19) is that it is more difficult to accurately estimate the joint tracklet dynamics with the longer frames gap α j i . Hence, the motion affinity P motion (T H i , T H j ) in (17) with smaller gap is more reliable, and a larger θ ij means that P motion (T H i , T H j ) is contribute more to Q ij .
As described above, we make a conclusion in Algorithm 1 to show the main steps of the proposed multiobject tracking in our work.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. DATA SETS
For the performance evaluation, we experiment the proposed method on three challenging publicly available datasets: the PETS 2009 dataset, the TUD dataset and the ETH dataset.
PETS 2009: This benchmark dataset [29] contain S1, S2 and S3 dataset with numbers of pedestrians in outdoor environment, which is captured from multiple cameras at 7fps. However, the S1 dataset is specially designed for pedestrian counting and density estimation, while the S3 dataset is mainly focused on flow analysis and event recognition. Therefore, we mainly test the proposed method on S2 dataset and only use the first view of each sequence in our experimental. The S2 dataset is specially designed for pedestrian tracking with different density pedestrians. The pedestrian in S2 significantly changes their appearance duo to illumination changes and occlusions. The S2.L1 sequence is a long and low-pedestrian-density sequence with 795 frames. The S2.L2 sequence is a medium-crowded sequence with 
based on linear assignment framework Step2: Learning tracklet affinity function with affinity weights (a) Sparse representation the target appearance by weight constraint each template as described in section IV A (b) Compute the appearance affinity model of the tracklets based on sparse representation with weight constraint as (14) (c) Compute the rank based motion affinity model as (17) , the gap between two tracklets is filled by linear interpolation using (15) (d) The weight for motion affinity model and appearance affinity model are learned by relying on the gap between two tracklets according (19) (e) Calculate the tracklet affinity function according (18) Step3: Tracklet association is performed by generalized linear assignment relying on tracklet affinity function as in (5) 436 frames and the S2.L3 contains a dense crowded with 240 frames.
TUD: The TUD-crossing, TUD-campus and TUDStadtmitte sequences in TUD dataset are widely used for MOT performance evaluation in the state-of-the-art MOT trackers [30] . This dataset is a real-word video sequences captured in busy street with a low camera angle in close range, which cause complex occlusion and drastically scale change of the pedestrians.
ETH: This dataset presents pedestrian sequences captured from busy street with moving camera [31] . Due to the moving camera with low view angles, it makes the tracking more difficult. We test the proposed method on widely used pedestrian tracking evaluation sequences, ETH-Bahnhof and ETH-Sunny day.
B. EVALUATION METRICS
We use the standard evaluation metric define in [32] and [33] for quantitatively evaluating the MOT tracking performance, including MOTP, MOTA, FP, FN, IDS, GT, MT, ML, PT and FM.
• MOTA(↑): multiple object tracking accuracy, which indicates the accuracy of trajectory identities by considering misses, false positives and identity switches.
• MOTP(↑): evaluates the ratio of intersection area of tracking result over the bounding boxes of ground truth trajectories.
• FN(↓): the number of targets that are not tracked.
• FP(↓): the number of targets that are wrongly tracked.
• IDS(↓): identities switches, the number of times that a tracked trajectory changes its matched GT identity.
• GT: the number of trajectories in ground truth.
• MT(↑): mostly tracked trajectories, the ratio of trajectories that are successfully tracked for more than 80%.
• ML(↓): mostly lost trajectories, the ratio of trajectories that are successfully tracked for less than 20%.
• PT: partially tracked trajectories, the ratio of trajectories that are tracked between 20% and 80%, 1 − MT − ML.
• FM(↓): fragments, the number of times that a ground truth trajectory is interrupted by the tracking results.
In the above evaluation metrics, the symbol ↑ denote the higher is the better, ↓ denote the lower is the better.
C. PARAMETER SETTING AND BASELINE METHODS
The proposed MOT algorithm is performed on MATLAB with an Intel Core i7 8GHz PC without any further optimization and parallel programming. In the experiment, we set the pre-defined thresholds θ 1 = 0.3 and θ 2 = 0.5 in (3). The color intensity values of detection z is used to construct the target template for sparse representation of appearance model, where the template resize to 32 × 32 and the size of template sets is set to n = 10. The time span of the sliding window for generating initial tracklets is set to t = 10.
To valid the effectiveness of the proposed method, we compare it with 12 state-of-the-art MOT methods [34] on three challenging datasets, including six online methods (RMOT [13] , SCEA [35] , CMOT [4] , MHMHT [36] , PRIMPT [37] , CDA_DDALpb [6] ), and six offline methods (DCT [24] , SMOT [14] , CEM [38] , KSP [20] , DTLE [39] , H2T [40] ). For fair comparison, the proposed method uses the public available detections. In addition, since some of the state-of-the-art methods not make their source codes public available, we just use the results reported in their published papers.
D. RESULTS AND ANALYSES 1) RESULTS FOR PETS DATA SET
The S2.L1 sequence is a long-frame scene with low density pedestrians, in where the pedestrians move closely with similar appearance and complex motion by changing their motion directions, occurring occlusion with each other. The quantitative results are shown in TABLE 1, the proposed method have fairly good tracking results with MOTA, MT and identities switches, which indicates that the proposed sparse appearance model is beneficial to overcome ambiguities caused by occlusion or similar appearance targets. This is helpful to maintain appearance consistency of the tracked target during tracking. The S2.L2 sequence is a highly crowed scene with numbers of pedestrians moved in different directions and frequently changed their motion directions. There are frequently illumination changes and occlusions caused by pedestrians' mutual occlusions or static occlusion with traffic sign. The proposed method achieves superior performance with higher scores in MT, MOTA and lower scores in ML, IDs and FM. Our low FM indicates that the proposed method is useful for eliminating the tracking fragments, proved the effectiveness of our work can exploit the rank based motion model to linear interpolate the missed detections caused by occlusions or detection failures. The S2.L3 sequence is a highly density pedestrian sequences with occlusion, illumination changes and shadows. As expected, our work has comparable tracking performance with other state-of-the-art trackers in terms of MOTA, MOTP, IDs and FM. On the whole, the proposed method compared with other competing methods on those three pedestrian sequences, from low density pedestrian scene to very high density pedestrian scene, valid the good performance of our tracking, which indicates that the proposed method with improved sparse appearance model and rank based motion to construct tracklet affinity function is helpful to improve tracking performance. This is because the improved sparse appearance representation method is effectively to eliminate error accumulation caused by inaccurately appearance templates with introducing weights for templates, which is beneficial to overcome ambiguities and useful to construct robust appearance model. In addition, the rank based motion model can use the history information of the tracklet to interpolate the missed detections, which is helpful for reducing IDs and beneficial for maintaining the completeness of the trajectories.
Some exemplars of the tracking results for S2.L1, S2.L2 and S2.L3 are shown in Fig. 3 (a) , (b) and (c), respectively.
2) RESULTS FOR TUD DATA SET
The TUD-Stadtmitte, TUD-campus and TUD-crossing in TUD dataset are real-word video sequences with occlusions and interactions between pedestrians. The quantitative results are shown in TABLE 2, some exemplars tracking results for those three sequences are shown in Fig.4 (a) , (b) and (c), respectively. From the experimental results, we can see that the proposed method has achieved superior tracking results. Compared with the state-of-the-art trackers, the improvement is obvious for some metrics (See Fig.6 ), such as MOTA, MT and IDS. The success of our tracking method is owned to that our work use the tracklets affinity function to influence the data association results, which heavily affected by the appearance affinity model and motion affinity model of the target. The appearance affinity model in our work is built by introducing weighted sparse representation method, which is beneficial to select more important templates to construct templates sets and use them to sparse approximate the tracked target. Furthermore, we use the gap between two associated tracklets to measure the importance of the appearance and motion affinity models, and the tracklet affinity function is calculated based on their importance. Both those strategies are beneficial to maintain target identities and recover fragmented tracklets.
3) RESULTS FOR ETH DATA SET
The ETH-Bahnhof and ETH-Sunny day in ETH dataset are two pedestrian sequences captured in busy street with a moving camera, contain frequently occlusions and large scale changes of the tracked targets. Table 3 shows the VOLUME 6, 2018 quantitative tracking results of the proposed method compared with the state-of-the-art methods. Fig. 5. (a) and (b) show some exemplars of the tracking results for our method on those two sequences, respectively.
From the experimental results, we can conclude that the proposed method achieves the better or competitive tracking performance compared with the state-of-the-art methods. The significantly improved performance includes MOTA and MOTP. The good tracking performance indicates the superior of our tracking framework. Since we combining the sparse based appearance model and rank based motion model into tracklet affinity function, it can help to improve the tracklet association results. The improved sparse representation appearance modeling method and rank based motion estimation with liner interpolating the missed detections based on the history tracklet information are helpful for eliminating ambiguous association between two tracklets, recovering fragment tracklets being tracked and preventing objects identities from switches. Meanwhile, we consider the inconsistency of the appearance affinity model and motion affinity model in different situations, and set weights for them based on their properties to describe the tracklets association affinity between two tracklets.
E. DISCUSSION
In this section, we first discuss how the weight θ ij in Eq. (18) influences the tracking performance and then analysis how the improved sparse based appearance affinity model and rank-based motion model in our work influence multi-object tracking. We evaluate the tracking performance on the PETS, ETH and TUD datasets to analyze the influence of these three terms as show in Table 1 -3. First, we remove the weight θ ij in Eq. (18) , then the association affinity model in Eq. (18) is reduced as Eq. (6), we denotes this tracker as P1 tracker. In order to validate how the improved sparse based appearance affinity model influences the tracking performance, we use the traditional sparse representation method in [9] to construct the appearance affinity model in our work and denotes this tracker as P2 tracker, which is without weight constraint in sparse appearance representation. For the motion affinity model, we adopts the first order Markov model instead of the rank-based motion model in Eq. (17) to validate how the high order motion model in our work help to improve the tracking performance. This implemented system is denoted as P3 tracker.
From the evaluation results of P1-P3 and the proposed method, we can see the contribution of each part in our work to improve the tracking performance. As expected, the proposed method has an improved performance than P1-P3 trackers as shown in Table 1 -3. The P1 tracker achieves the second best tracking performance followed the proposed method. The performance of P2 tracker and P3 tracker are all worse than the proposed method. Compared with the proposed tracker, the poor performance for P2 tracker is caused by the sparse representation. Due to the traditional sparse representation method ignores the different templates have different effect on reconstruction, it will cause error accumulation and have bad influence on reconstruction. While in the proposed method, we introduce the detection confidence as weight constraint to optimize the sparse representation in Eq. (9). The weighted object template is beneficial to select the templates which are more similar to the candidate. This is helpful for eliminating error accumulation by reducing the probability that the inaccurate template is chosen as the tracking result. For the P3 tracker, the fade tracking performance is caused since we use the first order Markov motion model instead of the high order motion estimation in Eq. (17) . With the first order Markov motion model, no reliable state information is available to estimate the object state when occlusion or miss detection occurs. As a result, it easily causes identity switch and fragment tracklets. Contrast, the higher order motion model used in the proposed method, which is different from the first order Markov motion model in P3 tracker, it can use the history reliable information to estimate the object state when detection is not available, which is beneficial to recover fragment tracklets to be tracked. From the above analysis, the proposed method has a better tracking performance than P1, P2 and P3 trackers.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a multi-object tracking algorithm with improved tracklets affinity function coupled with GLA framework. It emphasizes the importance of appearance affinity model and motion affinity model in tracklets affinity function. The appearance affinity model between tracklets is calculated by improved sparse representation with introducing the weight for target template. The sparse representation of appearance with weight constraint can help to choose the templates based on their importance to the object, and favor to control the size of templates set without cost the performance of sparse optimization. The motion affinity for tracklets is estimated by rank based dynamic motion estimation with linear interpolating the missed detections, which is relying on spatial information of the target. In addition, we further improve the tracking performance by considering the inconsistency of appearance affinity model and motion affinity model in different scenes, the weights for them are set based on their properties to describe the tracklets affinity function during tracklets association. Our method has been validated on three public available challenging datasets compared with several state-of-the-art multi-object trackers, experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
